
  

The King Power Foxes successfully defended their title as British Open Champions at the Jaeger Le-Coultre Gold Cup Final that 

took place at Cowdray Park Polo Club on Sunday 17
th
 July 2016.  

The King Power team, resplendent in eye popping blue, was made up of patron ‘Tal’ Srivaddhanaprabha- taking the place of 2015 

winner, brother ‘Top’- at number one. Number two was held by young British player Hugo Lewis, with the legendary 10 goal 

brothers, Gonzalito and Facundo Pieres taking the number 3 and Back spots respectively.   

Attempting to snatch victory from the defending champions was Michael Bickford’s La Indiana team. Consistently thrilling the 

crowd and real fan favourites, after suffering a narrow loss in the Cartier Queen’s Cup Final to Dubai, they were out to make their 

mark. With Bickford playing at number 1, US Polo Team Captain and fan favourite 7 goaler Nic Roldan was positioned at number 2 

with Agustin ‘Tincho’ Merlos (8) at number 3 and Julian de Lusaretta (6) at the Back.  

The King Power Foxes came out all guns blazing and it was immediately clear that they were here to make a serious impression. The 

first chukka was demanding, aggressive and high scoring. Proceedings for King Power kicked off with a successfully converted 40 

yard penalty by Facundo Pieres, quickly followed up by goals from brother Gonzalito and Hugo Lewis, King Power were off to a 

tremendous start.  

Not to be cowed that easily, La Indiana’s Merlos and de Lusaretta provided two answering goals, with the chukka ending with the 

King Power Foxes ahead by just one goal and a score of 3-2 to the Foxes.  

Despite a high scoring and action packed first chukka, just five subsequent goals were scored in the second and third chukkas, 

despite many attempts. The second chukka ended 3-3 whilst the third ended on a score of 5-5 as we headed into half time, and 

‘treading in’ time. It was absolutely all to play for in the second half.  

When the teams returned for the second half, you could see the pressure mounting. Chukka four was tough, demanding and you 

could see the tension rising as neither team was able to score and take a lead in this chukka. The score remained 5-5 with just two 

chukkas left before the winner of the 2016 Gold Cup for the British Open Championships would be declared.  

By now the crowds were settled in and watching avidly, anticipating a repeat of the first half with scores creeping up and then 

becoming equalised and the promise of a nail-biting fight to the finish and perhaps even extra time seemed a very realistic 

possibility.  

 

The fifth chukka started somewhat shakily for King Power as Facundo Pieres managed to miss both his first attempt at the goal and 

the subsequently awarded 40 yard penalty. The drama continued to increase with what can only be described as a ‘horse race’ as 

players thundered down the boards, desperate for possession of the ball that subsequently went out.  



Winning the roll in, King Power’s Hugo Lewis gained possession of the ball and sent a positively brilliant lofted shot towards La 

Indiana’s goal. Landing just short of the goal mouth, there was much confusion and a bit of a frantic scrabble as La Indiana valiantly 

tried to defend their goal. However a slight error from de Lusaretta saw an ‘own goal’ from La Indiana, handing the King Power 

Foxes a goal and giving them a 6-5 lead.  

This unexpected boon provided King Power with the lift they needed and with a masterful display of teamwork, the Pieres brothers 

made short work of the next goal with Gonzalito whipping the ball between the posts and widening King Power’s lead to 7-5.  

As the King Power Foxes went from strength to strength and the Pieres brothers showed their utter dominance on the field, the 

opposite sadly seemed to be true of the valiant La Indiana team. Their acclaimed attack, team spirit and spectacular plays seemed to 

unravel as they desperately tried to defend against King Power’s unrelenting onslaught.  

Chukka 6 opened fast and furious as Facundo Pieres made it his mission to find every single hole and route through La Indiana’s 

defence. An audacious play saw him evade the combined forces of both Roldan and de Lusaretta whilst brother Gonzalito waited 

behind for the backhand pass. This was quickly converted into a goal and thus King Power widened their lead to 8-5.  

As umpires Jason Dixon and Julian Appleby blew for the subsequent throw in, La Indiana somehow, inexplicably, unprecedentedly 

made the monumental error of all four players leaving the field to change horses! At this turn of events, King Power charged down 

the field to score the totally undefended goal that would seal La Indiana’s fate once and for all.  

Despite heroic efforts in the closing minute of the chukka, La Indiana simply couldn’t come back from that and King Power reigned 

supreme in the Jaeger Le-Coultre Gold Cup for the British Open Championship for the second year running.  

The Best Playing Pony Award (presented by Lila Pearson) went to Sarmiento (owned by Marcos de Paola and ridden by Facundo 

Pieres) in a second victory of the week for the pony.  

The Most Valuable Player Award (presented by Zahra Kassim Lakha- Jaeger-LeCoultre UK) was also awarded to Facundo Pieres.  
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